Include the name of the proposed development as Mt. States Pipe
and Supply rather than Electric Drive Self Storage.

ELECTRONIC STORAGE
MINI STORAGE

X I changed the number
19,392 is the area
2 of the building footprint.
to the total building floor space of 74,698, since that seems to be
what you want. The building size doesn't effect the estimated
waterXrequirements.
X
The 0.21 after stock watering was just in the wrong spot. I moved
that up into the irrigation row.

4.48

NE

The commercial use square footage currently under review shows
74,698 square feet total of bldg total. There is not a comment on
ELY
631.22
TRACTThe
5 AKERS
SUB heads
NO 1 of
water
demandFT
forOF
irrigation.
estimateACRES
also shows
cattle at .21 for zero cattle? Use the proposed PPR to calculate
the estimated water requirements.

SE
X

The estimated water requirement (0.31) is from Cherokee Metro's
13
32
X
estimate. It's in their commitment
letter65
and their Xwater resources
report says how part of the demand is from indoor fixtures and
part is from irrigated landscape area.
NO WELLS ON PARCEL

0
19,392

0.10

1.2
0
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0.31
FOR PROPOSED MINI STORAGE ON
UNDEVELOPED PORTION OF PARCEL

X
CHEROKEE
X

X
BY CHEROKEE METRO DISTRICT

X

please verify if
estimates are
correct
Colorado Springs Utilities has an estimated water daily design flow for industrial land use of
2000 gal/acre/day, which this is based on (2000 gal/acre/day * 4.48 ac = 8960 gal/day). The
math is correct.
This is two orders of magnitude higher than the estimated water use for the proposed Electronic
Storage facility, but this form isn't looking for that info.
2019/12/17

Mountain States Pipe and Supply
El Paso
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BBP-740 LLC
4665 ALPGLEN CT COLORADO SPRINGS CO, 80906-8213

BBP-740 LLC
4665 ALPGLEN CT COLORADO SPRINGS CO, 80906-8213
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